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in melee, all the pokemon that are a little faster than rhyperior and are ground and rock types should be able to take advantage of it. giga drain, earthquake, hyper beam, etc. are all viable moves here, but mega houndoom is the biggest offender. rhyperior can take moderate damage from mega houndoom's fire blast, and the encounter is probably more difficult than it would be otherwise. if you're playing with a team that focuses on ground and rock attacks, using rhyperior for this raid is the best way to deal with houndoom. long answer: a mega candy is a nice addition to the raid, but it's not really a must have for this raid. if you're grinding for a pokemon of the same type as rhyperior to clear the raid, it's
a good thing to keep with you. other than that, it's just a cosmetic item that you might be able to get if you complete all the other challenges within the raid. i'm going to go ahead and say that dragonite is a waste of space on this raid. there are better pokemon to get to take advantage of the encounter. either use dragonite to power up rhyperior, or use a faster pokemon to clear the raid. long answer: this is another instance where you will need to depend on your team. in the case of this raid, the best pokemon to make use of the encounter are rhyperior, mega pichu, rhyhorn, and wobbuffet. all of these pokemon are at least level 30. i'm a little surprised at how low rhyperior's level is, but it's not too

unreasonable. the mega form of the grass type introduced in gen iii, alakazam is not a mega-evolved pokemon, but in pokemon go, it can be considered to be the mega version of the grass type. it has the same base stats, movesets, and moves, but the fact that it is a mega-form gives it a huge boost to attack and special attack. this means that it is a powerful choice, and only a moderate level pokemon with a good moveset could challenge it. as a mega-form, this pokemon is not affected by the weather. thunderbolt is its strongest move, followed by thunder and thunder wave.
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in melee, all the pokemon that are a little faster than rhyperior and are ground and rock types should be able to take
advantage of it. giga drain, earthquake, hyper beam, etc. are all viable moves here, but mega houndoom is the biggest

offender. rhyperior can take moderate damage from mega houndoom's fire blast, and the encounter is probably more difficult
than it would be otherwise. if you're playing with a team that focuses on ground and rock attacks, using rhyperior for this raid

is the best way to deal with houndoom. long answer: a mega candy is a nice addition to the raid, but it's not really a must
have for this raid. if you're grinding for a pokemon of the same type as rhyperior to clear the raid, it's a good thing to keep

with you. other than that, it's just a cosmetic item that you might be able to get if you complete all the other challenges
within the raid. i'm going to go ahead and say that dragonite is a waste of space on this raid. there are better pokemon to get

to take advantage of the encounter. either use dragonite to power up rhyperior, or use a faster pokemon to clear the raid.
long answer: this is another instance where you will need to depend on your team. in the case of this raid, the best pokemon
to make use of the encounter are rhyperior, mega pichu, rhyhorn, and wobbuffet. all of these pokemon are at least level 30.
i'm a little surprised at how low rhyperior's level is, but it's not too unreasonable. the mega form of the grass type introduced
in gen iii, alakazam is not a mega-evolved pokemon, but in pokemon go, it can be considered to be the mega version of the

grass type. it has the same base stats, movesets, and moves, but the fact that it is a mega-form gives it a huge boost to
attack and special attack. this means that it is a powerful choice, and only a moderate level pokemon with a good moveset
could challenge it. as a mega-form, this pokemon is not affected by the weather. thunderbolt is its strongest move, followed

by thunder and thunder wave. 5ec8ef588b
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